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A 
Change 

In 
Residential 

Building 
Is 

Needed 

For the uninitiated, the business of obtaining building spoce suitable to his 
needs is traumatic: to say the least. The prospective owner of a large space may 
protect himself by engaging the services of an expert to assist him. But the 
mon-on-the-street who sets aut to buy a home, a place in which to raise his 
family, is in for a rude awakening. He stands an 80% chance of being taken, 
not only for his cash in hand but for money for years to come. 

I think that the acquisition of a building in the North presents more prob
lems to the public than it might in warmer regions because of the importance 
of the design required for the raw environment of the sub-Arctic. let us take a 
look at the probable results of a man who might think of contracting to have 
his house built. 

He thinks he knows what he wants-he and his wife have spent months 
sketching their plan. Now he meets the overwhelming opposition before him. 
Plan approval, zoning ordinance, interim financing, FHA inspection, contractor 
agreements, getting the contractor to perform, and so on. Each agency involved 
is a professional adversary of job completion. The government groups are typi
cal of the bureaucratic: machine and the private organizations are out to make 
a profit. Our mon-on-the-street is a novice when it comes to banking and con
tracting, and when the dust finally settles and he moves into his new home he 
may be forced to admit he should have hired an expert to assist him. But the 
damage is done. 

We can say it isn't our business to protect the fool. A man is free to spend 
his money as he pleases. But since the cost of living affects wages and the 
cost of doing business, and since the house our friend built accounts for 30% 
of his annual budget, we ought to think twice about how much he ends up 
paying for his new home. One fool's extravagant building costs and consequent 
maintenance expenses may not affect the public in the least. But if 80% of the 
single family dwellings are costing too much it is time to show concern. The 
costs aren't born by the individual alone, not in the long run. Unfortunately, 
the man purchasing a ready-built home in a developed subdivision is in no 
better shape than the fellow who takes it upon himself to arrange his own 
construction. The tract home may lack proper insulation, vapor barriers and 
adequate mechanical design. But the mon-on-the-street has no way of know
ing his annual fuel bill will run close to $1,800, or that drainage from moisture 
condensation accumulating inside the walls will destroy his interior finishes 
within two or three years. 

Traditionally, producing residential housing has been the job of the 
developer. In larger population areas the home buyer might be able to choose 
his builder with somewhat more confidence than he presently is able to do in 
Alaska. The fly-by-night is difficult to tell from the reputable builder: both may 
be new to the country. It is difficult for an architect to become involved in a 
professional capacity in residential housing because the competition normally 
precludes his fee. How then might we draw the professional designer into 
residential home building, thus protecting the public in its acquisition of 

housing? 
First1 the various State and Federal 
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lending and insuring agencies could 
include architectural design fees in 
the computation of owner1s equity for 
building loans. The design fee should 
be part of the owner1s direct contribu
tion in figuring his down payment. 
The design should be generated be
fore the loan is approved and the de
signer should be paid, not from the 
building budget borrowed, but from 
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the owner1s pocket some time before 
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the loan is approved. Second, the 
same monied agencies should recog
nize the need for design review and 
inspection by an agent of the owner. 
Thus, the tract home buyer would 
have an expert on the site during the 
construction phase to make certain 
the builder really did install the pro
per furnace and that the plumbing 
and wiring were adequate and as per 
approved specifications. Third, the 
architectural and engineering com
munities should take a deeper inter
est in the plight of the home buyer. 
If the consumer pays $25 per square 
foot for a $22 per square foot house 
and heating and maintenance cost 
him $50 monthly more than they 
should, someone is going to have to 
provide an additional $880 per year 
for our friend to live. That someone 
is the employer of the home owner. 
Eventually, it is the general public. 

-Mark Fryer 
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MOBILE AND MODULAR HOMES 
FOR COLD REGIONS 

DAVID SCHAEFER 

The Federal government has esti
mated that 27 million new homes will 
be needed in the next 1 0 years. Pre
sently, the home construction industry 
is capable of building about 1.8 mil
lion homes per year, or 18 million in 
the next 1 0 years. If this were the 
only method of production America 
could expect a shortage of 9 million 
homes by 1980, but fortunately the 
mobile and modular home industries 
can offer some help. Washington re
cently forecasted that by 1980 one in 
every five Americans will be living in 
a factory-built home. 

Alaska is in a more desperate situa
tion than most other states. A signifi
cant portion of its population lives in 
substandard homes and the State's 
growth rate is higher. Anchorage 
quadrupled its population between 
1950 and 1960, while the Fairbanks 
population tripled during these same 
years. Such growth rates are not un
common for other Alaskan cities and 
show no signs of decreasing. In some 
cases they are increasing. During the 
month of October 1970 there were 
1,334 homes under construction in 
Anchorage. The role of factory-built 
homes is becoming more important. 
Anchorage added 7 50 new mobile 
home spaces to existing and new mo
bile home courts in 1970; all these 
spaces are presently filled. 

Instant Housing 

What can factory-built housing of
fer? first and foremost it can fill the 
gap between housing needs and cap
abilities. Secondly, it can offer sub
stantial savings in initial cost. And 
thirdly, it is in effect "instant housing" 
which is important to Alaskans since 
they face short construction seasons: 
A factory works year-round and can 
ship homes any place on demand. 

Factory processes enable a com
pany to assemble a home much fast
er than a normal contractor could put 
up a "stick built" one. On an assembly 
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line it is not uncommon for a 12 x 60 
mobile home to be built in as few as 
200 man-hours. Some large compa· 
nies in California produce 20 million 
square feet of building per year, 
equivalent to 20,000 homes of 1,000 
square feet, or enough to give every 
family in the Fairbanks area a new 
home in one year. 

Mobile and Modular 

The zenith of factory-built homes 
are the modular and mobile homes. 
This industry is one of the fastest 
growing in the United States, building 
homes that require minimal on-site 
preparation. The mobile home only 
requires hookup of outside electrical, 
water and waste systems. The modu
lar home requires these three features 
plus a foundation. A mobile home can 
be set up in a matter of hours, while 
the modular home requires a couple 
of days. 

The mobile is basically a rectangu
lar box space frame. Most manufac
turers build these up to 14 feet wide 
and 68 feet long, generally the maxi
mum allowable size due to transpor
tation restrictions. The double-wide is 
a third type of finished factory home 
which might be mentioned here. This 
is merely two mobile homes bolted 
together at the home site, affording 
more living space. It is built to the 
same specifications as the normal mo
bile home, usually those of the Mobile 
Home Manufacturers A s s o c i a tion 
sponsored ASA 119. 1. 

The modular home is in effect a 
"stick built" factory home. It must 
conform to all local building codes, 
and in some ways is better construct
ed than a "stick built" since it must 
stand up during transportation to 
the home site. Modular units are also 
popular for apartments, town houses 
and motels. When used in these capo-· 
cities they must meet local building 
and fire codes for multifamily dwell
ings. 
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Design Limitations 

Housing is one of the few commodi
ties that is not mass produced, but if 
Alaskans are to receive the adequate 
housing they need they must rely at 
least partially on factory-built homes. 
At the same time they must insist the 
homes meet the basic requirements 
for the State's special climatic condi
tions. The most economical structure 
is not necessarily the one with the 
lowest initial cost. The actual cost de
pends on the initial cost plus the cost 
of maintaining the structure through
out its useful life. 

For a home to function properly in 
an Arctic or subarctic climate, certain 
aspects of design must be given 
greater importance by the builder. 
For instance, large furnaces capable 
of keeping the unit comfortable at 50 
degrees below zero are necessary, as 
are roofs capable of withstanding 30 
and 40 pounds per square foot snow 
loads. 

One of the largest problems of fac
tory-built homes rises from the reluc
tance of manufacturers to design spe
cial units for the relatively small mar
ket potential of cold regions. There is 
currently a mobile and modular home 
factory in Palmer, Alaska. Hopefully 
this factory will build exclusively for 
boreal environments. 

Construction 

Mobile homes generally have 2 x 3 
wall construction with 1 to 2Y:t inches 
of fiber glass insulation. The interior 
wall is 3 I 16 to 1 I 4 inch prefinished 
paneling and the exterior is 0.019 
inch aluminum sheeting. The maxi· 
mum insulating quality of such a wall 
is R= 1 0, with most mobile homes 
having an R=5 insulating factor. In 
Interior Alaska, however, it is almost 
mandatory that walls have at least 
an R= 15. Four inches of fiber glass 
insulation give an R= 16 insulating 
factor. Modular homes generally have 
a 2 x 4 wall construction with plaster
board and prefinished paneling on 
the interior, and plywood or siding on 
the exterior. These homes have 3Y:t 
inches of insulation, sufficient for cold 
regions. 

A mobile home generally does not 
have a vapor barrier on the interior 
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Typical mobile home prior to installation of exterior finish. Insulation thickness 
1-1/8", no vapor barrier, and insulation is not stapled to studs. 

side. In fact many manufacturers put 
a vapor barrier on the exterior wall. 
A vapor barrier is to intercept mois
ture as it passes through the interior 
wall, for if it is allowed to condense 
within the insulation ice or frost will 
form, considerably reducing the insu
lating quality of the wall and causing 
other problems when the ice melts. 
In cold regions the difference in vapor 
pressure between the interior and ex
terior of a structure can be nearly 1 /2 
pound per square inch. Ventilation 
can help reduce the vapor problem, 
but ventilation is insufficient when 
outside temperatures are . below 
-25°F. Modular home manufacturers 
generally put vapor barriers on the 
warm side of the structure. They seem 
to have more flexible assembly line 
processes that allow modifications for 
climatic conditions. 

air changes per hour the heating re
quirement for a home with 3,000 
square feet of wall space will be 
about 110,000 BTU/hr. The largest 
furnace provided for mobile homes is 
about 85,000 BTU/hr. Hence, on those 
days when the temperature is ex
tremely cold the home owner can ex
pect some discomfort. Also, there is 
increased fire hazard from overwork
ing a furnace. Every effort should be 
made by dealers and customers to 
insure that the furnace of the home 
is of adequate size. 

Design criteria for snow and wind 
loads generally call for 30 pounds 
per square foot for most of Alaska. 
There are some areas, notably around 
Valdez, where snow loads are con
siderably higher. But the Mobile Home 
Manufacturers Association sponsored 
code only recommends roof truss de
sign for 20 pounds per square foot. 
This inadequate feature has caused 

some problems in the Fairbanks area 
this winter. Several new mobile home 
roofs collapsed due to excessive snow. 
Others were near collapse, but the 
owners removed the snow before per
manent damage occurred. Modular 
homes generally call for roaf truss de
sign of 40 to 55 pounds per square 
foot live load. 

When constructing a ·normal "stick 
built'' home the builder normally cov
ers the studs with plasterboard, or 
some other fire retardant material. 
Mobile homes, however, do not use 
this method and hence have a ten
dency to burn very fast when they 
happen to catch fire. Exits from mo
bile homes are often limited also. 
The manufacturer is required to put 
in a second door for the fire exit but 
this is normally a metal clad mobile 
home door. During the Winter months 
these doors often frost shut, or the 
home owner covers them to prevent 
frosting. In any event, during the time 
of greatest fire hazard there is often 
only one usable exit from the home. 
The furnaces are generally in the mid
dle of the home and should a person 
be caught in a back bedroom when a 
fire starts he has very little time to 
get out. Although some manufacturers 
are using a fire retardant prefinished 
panel for interior finishing, they are 
unfortunately in the minority. 

These are some examples of the 
special considerations manufacturers 
of factory-built homes must take if 
they are going to supply a product 
suitable to cold regions. Consumers, 
as well, must demand their new 
homes have as many arctic features 
as possible. They must also consider 
a mobile or modular home a permo-

Another area of importance to cold 
region home owners is the heating 
system installed in the units. Here 
again, modular home builders can 
furnish almost any kind and size 
heater. Mobile home manufacturers 
on the other hand are restricted: only 
a few companies make heating units 
especially for mobile homes. It is not 
uncommon for homes to be shipped to 
Alaska with insufficient heating capa
city. With an outside oir temperature 
of -50°F and an inside temperature 
of +70°F, an R=10 wall will transmit 
about 12 BTU./HR/ft2• If there are 4 Bow truss used in mobile homes. Design calls for only 20 psf snow load. 
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Window opening in side wall of mobile home. Note lack of sufficient header. 
This can cause window breakage under heavy snow loads. 

nent home and not just a place to live 
until they can afford better accommo
dations. The manufacturer must also 
build the homes to last. 

Economics 

The Federal government recently 
passed a law that allows FHA to in
sure loans for mobile homes. The in
sured loan would be good for 12 
years. FHA in Alaska, however, is not 
presently able to insure loans because 
there is currently no State accepted 
code for mobile homes. Thus, banking 
institutions require 25% down and 
have only a 5 year loan. This seem
ingly short loan period is due to the 
fact mobile homes are not considered 
permanent residences and depreciate 
rather than appreciate as do "stick 
built" and modular homes. The past 
performance of the mobile home per 
se is at fault here, but does not accu
rately reflect the product the industry 
is now capable of producing, as most 
mobile homes are no longer all that 
mobile. 

A mobile home is probably the 
cheapest cost-per-square-foot living 
space currently built in the United 
States. Manufacturer costs to produce 
a square foot of space vary from 4 to 
9 dollars. Transportation and dealer 
markup will often make the inplace 
Alaska figure 12 to 20 dollars per 
square foot. Modular homes offer 
some savings to the consumer but not 
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as much as mobile homes. A Seattle 
corporation recently was able to place 
modulars in Anchorage for about 19 
dollars per square foot. The finished 
home runs a little more because this 
price does not reflect foundation costs. 
Normal "stick built" homes generally 
run around 30 dollars per square foot. 

Savings to the user are realized in 
both labor and equipment costs. Fac
tory labor is of a repetitive nature and 
therefore semiskilled and not journey
man labor can be utilized to assemble 
homes. Also, the man-hour require
ment per home is reduced. The fac
tory is considered an original equip
ment manufacturer and as such can 
order directly from the producer 
without having to go through a 
wholesaler or retailer. This can save 
as much as 15% in material costs. 

The mobile and modular industries 
are capable of supplying much need
ed homes for Alaskans. At present the 
modular industry is more flexible in 
producing homes for cold regions con
ditions. Though the mobile home in
dustry has in the past shown reluc
tance to change for the small market 
potential of the subarctic, this is slow
ly changing, and hopefully manufac
turers will recognize the increasing 
Alaskan market and build to its needs. 

This work was sponsored jointly by the University of Alaska and Alaska Mobile 
Homes, North Pole, Alaska, while the author was with the Institute of Arctic 
Environmental Engineering. Mr. Schaefer is now at Arctic Technical Services, 
Box 5..584, College, Alaska 9970.1. 
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Cable Insulation 
Endurance At 

Cold Temperatures 
ROBERT P. MERRITT 

For many years the users of port
able electrical equipment have recog
nized the critical need for testing and 
evaluation of conductor insulation 
and cable jacket material subjected to 
extreme cold. 

This paper reports the results of a 
series of tests performed on several 
types of electrical cable at a tempera
ture of -54°C, in the Cold Room of the 
University of Alaska's Institute of Arc
tic Environmental Engineering. The 
results of these tests are being made 
available to the Electrical Wholesale 
Distributors in Fairbanks, the Universi
ty warehouse/ purchasing and the 
various research institutes of the Uni
versity to aid in stocking electric ca
bles that will provide satisfactory 
service at extreme cold temperatures. 

The cables tested were provided by 
the University warehouse, a Fairbanks 
wholesale distributor, and a cable 
manufacturer's representative. Brand 
names are listed as an aid to identifi
cation of the particular cable. 

The cable specimens were prepared 
and tested in the following manner: 

Cold Bend Test 

A specimen of sufficient length shall 
be placed in a cold chamber and con
ditioned at -54 degrees plus or minus 
2 degrees Centigrade for 48 hours. 

Upon completion of the condition
ing period and while still at -54 de
grees plus or minus 2 degrees Centi
grade, the specimen shall be bent 
around a mandrel equal to 5 times the 
outer diameter of the specimen at a 
uniform rate of 5 turns per minutes 
for 2 complete turns. 

Fracture shall constitute failure. 

Cold Impact Test 

A specimen of sufficient length 
whose outer jacket has been removed 
for a one-foot distance on one end 
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shall be placed in a cold chamber and 
conditioned at -54 degrees plus or mi
nus 2 degrees Centigrade for 48 
hours. 

Upon completion of the condition
ing period and while still at -54 de
grees plus or minus 2 degrees Centi
grade, the specimen shall be placed 
on an anvil consisting of 3/8-inch 
steel plate and subjected to a 3 foot
pound impact delivered by dropping 
a weight having a ball-shaped end 
with a 1/2-inch radius through a tube 
at right angles to the specimen. 

Fracture shall constitute failure. 

Results 

The cold room temperature was re
corded between -52°C and -54°C at 
several different stations in the room. 

Cable Insulation Designation 
and Manufacturer 

RCT, Graybar 12/3 
-Whitney, Blake 12/3 

ST, Colman (Xtra-Fiex) 14/3 
5, Royal 14/2 
E-Z-C, Royal 12/2 
SPT, (Yellow Plastic) Carol 

(Parallel) 14/3 
S,PWC 12/3 
S, Whitney, Blake 10/2 
-(Yellow Plastic) Luton 

(Parallel) 14/3 
- Anaconda, Ethylene-Propylene 

(conductor and outer jacket) 

Typical Failures at Extreme Cold 

To aid in comparison of the cables 
tested, the results are presented in 
table form. 

In all samples tested a cable which 
failed the impact test also failed the 
bend test. The failure in the bend test 
was always spectacular, with the 
outer jacket shattering and small 
pieces flying around the cold room. 

as possible with two hands. The Lu
ton cable was undamaged and is still 
being used for the author's headbolt 
heater. 

The most flexible cable at these ex
tremely cold temperatures was the 
RCT Graybar. The Whitney Blake and 
Anaconda Ethylene Propylene were 
next, followed closely by the others 
that passed. The Luton yellow plastic 
parallel 14/3 was very stiff but 
passed the impact and bending tests 
and was further tested by being 
folded double and squeezed as hard 

These tests indicate that the same 
cable designations by different man
ufacturers do not in some instances 
have the same mechanical properties 
at extremely cold temperature. This 
makes it necessary to specify both 
the insulation code (A, ST, RCT) and 
the manufacturer in order to insure 
satisfactory service from electrical 
cobles. 

It may at first appear that -54°C 
(-65°F) is an excessively cold test tem
perature, but a reading of -60°C 
(-76°F) has been recorded near Fair
banks, Alaska during January of 
1971. 

Cold Bend Cold Impact 
Test Test Remarks 

pass pass The most flexible cable that was tested 
pass pass Passed with ease but not quite 

as flexible as RCT 
fail fail Insulation & jacket shaHered 
fail fail Insulation & jacket shaHered 
fail fail Insulation & jacket shaHered 
fail fail Insulation shaHered, (no jacket) 

pass pass Passed with ease 
pass pass Passed with ease 
pass pass Stiff, but was undamaged by testing 

pass pass Passed with ease* 

*Sample had been at -54°C for over 48 hours, but the cold room heat exchanger frosted up, actuating an 
alarm, and tests were concluded at -48°C. 
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SYSTEMS APPROACH FOR DESIGN 
AND CONSTRUCTION 

CHRISTOPHER P. RATCLIFF 

The "systems approach" applied to 
the design and construction of build
ings, permits a view of the building 
process such that new methods may 
be developed which meet the needs of 
clients better than many traditional 
methods. The "systems approach" 
may be defined as a process of view
ing a problem as a set of interrelated, 
interdependent parts which "work to
gether for the overall objective(s) of 
the whole." (C. West Churchman, The 
Systems Approach, Dell, 1968.) This 
approach is characterized by the fol
lowing steps: 

- Statement of objectives. 
- Problem analysis and base line da-

ta gathering: including a study of 
existing solutions; analysis of the 
parts of the problem, the relation
ships between the parts, and there
lation of the problem to its larger 
context; isolation and analysis of 
those variables and constraints 
which affect the attainment of the 
objectives. 

- Development of performance cri
teria which state what the solution 
must do to attain the objectives, 
rather than what the solution 
should be. 

-Generation of alternative solutions. 
-Evaluation and selection of alterna-

tives, based upon how well each 
proposed solution meets the per
formance criteria and hence attains 
the objectives. 

With this approach, the performance 
of any method of programming, de
signing, bidding, constructing and 
adapting a building for new uses 
may be evaluated for the economical* 
attainment of the overall objective of 
matching the available resources with 
the client's priority of needs. Tradi
tional methods are failing the attain-

*Economical: implies prudent planning in the dis
position of resources so as to avoid unnecessary 
waste or expense. Random House Dictionary, 
Copyright 1968. 
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ment of the overall objective in two 
important areas: cost control, and us
ability of the building for the client's 
short and long range needs. 

Outlined herein are several other 
methods which have been used and 
others that are being developed 
which address these important areas 
where traditional methods are failing. 
The emphasis here is upon the variety 
of methods being developed, rather 
than presenting a definitive analysis 
of any particular method. A view, 
such as has been defined above as the 
"systems approach" is adopted in or
der to develop methods which resolve 
these problems. These methods are 
discussed here in the order of pro
gramming, designing and bidding 
methods. 

Programming 

Architects are traditionally hired to 
translate a given program into a 
building within a given budget and 
schedule. The formulation of the pro
gram by the client is usually based on 
"rules of thumb" and cost guidelines 
from past experience. Consequently, 
the client often does not know whe
ther the program clearly states what 
building performance is necessary to 
meet his priority of needs or whether 
he can even afford the program as it 
is formulated. Quite normally, during 
the design process, architects have to 
reduce the program scope in quality 
or quantity in order to meet the bud
get. Again, since the client doesn't 
have a systematic method of trans
lating his priority of needs into cost 
related performance criteria of the 
building, the client and architect do 
not know how best to modify the per
formance of the building to meet the 
budget. 

The "systems approach" is used to 
analyze buildings in order to develop 
a cost control method of relating a 
client's set of needs to performance 
criteria of a building. "'A building 
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system' may be defined as a set of 
interrelated building parts with a base 
of information which define [sic] the 
relationships between the parts and 
which determine [sic] how the parts 
may work together to accommodate 
the varying needs and objectives of a 
variety of building programs." (A.I.A. 
Journal, May 1970, p. 57). 

These "parts" of the building are 
defined as functional subdivisions, 
not trade or material classifications as 
is the traditional method of subdivid
ing a building. These functional sub
divisions-normally referred to as sub
systems-define the hardware parts 
of a building system. The software 
parts - performance criteria - of a 
building system are those rules or pro
cedures for applying the hardware 
parts. 

The hardware parts of a building 
system may consist of some or all of 
the following: the structure, heating
ventilating-cooling, interior partitions, 
exterior walls, electric/ electronic dis
tribution, utilities distribution, bath
rooms, etc. A building system is con
sidered incomplete if all the hardware 
parts of the building are not part of 
the system. The mobile home, for ex
ample, is perhaps one of the most 
complete systems produced since 
most of the "parts" are included in one 
package. On the other hand, many 
successful building system projects 
have only included the structure, heat
ing-ventilating-cooling, interior parti
tions, and ceiling-lighting subsystems. 

For each subsystem, performance 
criteria are developed which directly 
pertain to the functions of the subsys
tem. For example, one of the functions 
of a structure is controlled deflection. 
The performance criteria for the de-
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flection of a floor to roof structure 
can be expressed as a ratio of de
flection to span: 1/240, 1/360 or 
1 /480. Once a range of performance 
criteria is developed for each subsys
tem, target costs can be attached to 
each level of performance. The 1 /240 
deflection criteria may cost $x/sq.ft.; 
the 1 / 360 criteria may cost $x + 
y/sq.ft.; and the 1/480 criteria may 
cost $x + y + z/ sq.ft. The client can 
then relate his priority of needs to the 
target cost/ performance levels of 
each subsystem during the program
ming phase. The client may trade off 
the cost/ performance levels within 
and between subsystems, such that 
during the programming and design 
phases, he may optimize the use of 
his resources toward meeting his 
needs, realistically within the cost/ 
performance context of the building 
industry. The client may ask himself: 
Do I need cooling in the mechanical 
system more than I need a 1 I 480 
floor deflection requirement? Or, since 
I need both, should I cut back on other 
cost/ performance areas? Or, must I 
cut back on the building square foot
age to meet the budget given the re
quired cost/ performance levels? (As
suming these are equivalent tradeoff 
situations.) This method of analyzing 
a building from a systems viewpoint 
and trading-off cost I performance 
levels within the system has proven a 
useful method of cost control in pro
gramming buildings which meet the 
short and long range needs of the 
client. 

Design 

Assuming that appropriate per
formance criteria have been devel
oped for the client's needs, the archi
tect is faced with selecting, coordinat
ing and assembling products and pro
cesses to meet the performance cri
teria. Traditionally, the task of select
ing products and processes has been 
well within the ability of most archi
tectural firms, as the program was not 
specific in terms of building perform
ance and the range of items to choose 
from was smaller and more interre
lated. Today, the products and pro
cesses are extremely diversified and 
uncoordinated one with another. With 
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performance criteria as derived 
above, the architect becomes repsonsi
ble to the client in a very measurable 
way, not only for the performance of 
specific products, but also for the per
formance of unrelated products he 
has attempted to integrate and as
semble. 

One of the areas where the per
formance of traditionally designed 
buildings is noticeably failing is at the 
interface between products in assem
blies (or between subsystems). For 
example, it has become almost a clas
sical situation for an architect to select 
a partition which meets a particular 
sound transmission class (STC) per
formance requirement and then to 
select a method of attaching the par
tition to the ceiling (or selecting a 
ceiling system) such that the sound 
flanking path over the partition con
siderably downgrades the effective 
STC performance between neighbor
ing rooms, far below the STC perform
ance level of the selected partition. 

The architect practicing traditional 
architecture is increasingly unable to 
select and coordinate the integration 
of these products and processes, let 
alone assume the responsibility for the 
performance of these items singly or 
in assemblies. 

Consequently, methods are being 
developed and used whereby the bid
ders assume responsibility for the per
formance of their own products, sepa
rately and in integrated product as
semblies. 
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Design and Bidding Methods 

Two general methods are being de
veloped and have been used for de
signing buildings where bidders as
sume responsibility for product per
formance. These two methods corre
spond to two basic phases in the pro
gramming and design process: estab
lishment of performance criteria; and 
zoning the configuration of the build
ing subsystem. 

The first method-often called the 
"turnkey" approach - generally re
quires the bidder to design, supply 
and construct a building(s) according 
to building square footage and the 
client's performance specifications. 
The bidder is often an organization 
or consortium of architects, engineers, 
contractors and developers. Unless 
the client carefully and diligently pre
pares the performance specifications 
and other control procedures, he is at 
the mercy of this organization. As 
with traditional methods, if the client 
does not take an active and involved 
role in the development of his build
ing, he will often be sadly served by 
the building industry. 

Increasingly, within the housing 
field, organizations are forming which 
can bid the entire "package." The 
"package" may include just the hous
ing or it may be expanded to include 
development and management serv
ices. Whereas housing was tradition
ally bid on the basis of trade work, 
now it is often bid on a complete 
building systems basis. In larger, more 
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complicated buildings, few organiza
tions presently exist which are able to 
bid the entire building system. Conse
quently, existing organizations which 
traditionally have bid on the basis of 
trade work, are able to bid subsys
tems with some modification of their 
usual procedures. 

The second general method re
quires the bidders to design, supply 
and install subsystems within vertical 
and horizontal zones of the building 
designed by the architect and his con
sultants, according to the performance 
criteria. The bidders in this method 
are typically manufacturers who have 
teamed up with the necessary suppli
ers and installers, in order to bid an 
installed subsystem. 

A number of variants of the zoning 
method are possible. The zones and 
configurations of the subsystem may 
be so specific as to indicate, for exam
ple, a post and beam structural sub
system or a single zone reheat HVC 
subsystem. Or, the zones may be so 
general as to locate only column and 
shear wall locations for vertical struc
ture and a zone for the floor, or roof 
assembly, within which all the struc
tural, mechanical distribution, ceiling 
and lighting, and electrical subsys
tems must be integrated. In the speci
fic zone approach, the bidder may 
choose any material and detailed de
sign: for example, a steel or a precast 
concrete post and beam structure. In 
the latter, general zone approach, the 
bidder may choose any basic structur
al subsystem design - for example, 
post and beam, space frame, etc. -
constructed of any material-as long 
as the structure along with the other 
subsystems can be integrated within 
the zones indicated and designed to 
meet the performance criteria. 

Typically, several subsystems are 
bid together. The bid award is made 
to that set of subsystem bidders who 
have fully compatible products and 
processes which meet the perform
ance specification with the lowest bid 
price. 

If the structure, HVC, ceiling/ light
ing and interior partition subsystems 
are bid together, the architect still has 
full design responsibility for the con
figuration and appearance of the 
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building, but is relieved of the in
creasingly impossible job of selecting 
and coordinating unrelated products 
to meet performance criteria. 

Conclusions 

These and other methods of pro
gramming, designing and bidding 
may be combined with a number of 
management techniques to achieve 
many diverse objectives: 

• Compression of decision making 
and construction processes to save 
time and reduce the cost penalties 
of high inflation rates. 

• Development of new products for 
specific needs of clients by aggre
gating a volume market for one 
building program. 

• More effective and rational use of 
existing products where product de
velopment is not warranted or 
where the market cannot be suffi
ciently aggregated to induce indus
try to develop new products. 

• Systematic development of build
ings which may be economicalfy 
adapted to meet the changing 
needs of the client. 

By adopting the view, defined 
above as the "systems approach," the 
number of methods for better solv
ing the building needs of clients has 
increased. There exists no perfect me
thod; but an expanding inventory of 
methods which permits the attainment 
of diverse building objectives in di
verse contexts of resources. 
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Arctic Engineering 

At University of 

Alaska 
EB RICE 

How cold is a seagull's foot? What 
kind of a foundation should you use 
in the Arctic? Should utility tunnels be 
buried or not for Arctic communities? 
Why do so many roofs fail in the dry 
Arctic but not in the damp tropics? 
How can a warm pipeline be safely 
buried in ice-rich ground? Do the legs 
of miniskirted girls grow fat because 
of cold exposure? How are communi
ties best designed in the North? Do 
structures get frostbite? 

These are some of the topics studied 
in Civil Engineering 603 and 604, 
Arctic Engineering I and II. The course 
has been around for awhile, since it 
was first offered by Professor Charles 
Sargent in 1960-61, as part of the 
graduate program. Sargent was soon 
joined in teaching it by Professors Eb 
Rice and Hal Peyton; and Sargent 
"phased out" as his duties as Dean in
creased. In recent years Professor Mc
Kay has offered it, but most commonly 
it is given by Professor Rice, who has 
regularly had classes in Arctic I and 
Arctic II in Juneau and Anchorage as 
well as in Fairbanks. During the fall 
semester of 1970 the course had near
ly a hundred in attendance: sixty
seven of these were registered in An
chorage, and the others in Fairbanks. 

Students are drawn from the ranks 
of professional engineers currently 
practicing in Alaska, and there are 
usually a few graduate students also. 
Each one submits a term paper on 
some phase of engineering in the 
North. The task of reading and mark
ing so many papers is formidable, but 
is both education and fun-it's a rare 
paper that fails to give a few more in
sights into the ways of the polar 
world. 

The current crop of papers deals, 
as always, with problems stemming 
from experience in designing for cold 
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regions. A few titles, taken at random, 
show the kinds of subjects considered 
appropriate by the engineers en
rolled: Upward Movement of Water in 
Frozen Soils; Air Cushion Vehicles as 
Arctic Transportation; Design of the 
Northern Home; Roadway Surface Ic
ing; Moisture Control in Structures; 
Frozen Foundations for Heavy Loads; 
Frost Heaving of Piles; Flood Hydrolo
gy of Glacier Dammed Lakes; Water 
Supply & Distribution ARCO Prudhoe 
Bay Base Camp; Arctic Oil Produc
tion ... and many others. A file of 
these papers is kept in the offices of 
the Department of Civil Engineering, 
and it has developed into such a use
ful reference library that considera
tion is being given to transferring the 
papers to the main library at Fair
banks, where they can be properly 
cared for and used. 

The current popularity of the course 
is in part due to its pertinence to to
day's expansion of activity into the 
permafrost regions. In part also, its 
enrollment has grown because the 
Alaska Board of Engineers and Archi
tects Examiners has accepted comple
tion of CE 603 as evidence that candi
dates have familiarity with Arctic con
ditions. 

Arctic Engineering I is mostly an 
overview of the field, merely touch
ing on the more profound topics, 
which like heat transfer in soils, may 
be covered in Arctic II. 

During the spring semester 1971 
Arctic II is enjoying a distinguished se
quence of lecturers from the Cold Re
gions Research and Engineering Lab 
in Hanover, N.H. People from CRREL 
are invited to conduct classes in their 
special topics, and, if all goes well, 
each class period in Arctic II, both in 
Fairbanks and Anchorage, will pre
sent a CRREL man, who will enrich the 
course and will heroically field the 
normal salvos of questions from ex
perienced and eager Arctic engineers. 

Nearly 200 engineers have com
pleted one or more graduate courses 
in Arctic Engineering, and their con
tributions are frequently useful and 
exciting. Several have become "turned 
on" • • • forcing the profs to stay 
"tuned in." 
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SYMMES' HOLE 
BILL HUNT 

There is something very unreal 
about the North where nature offers 
such odd phenomena as the midnight 
sun in summer and the mid-day dim
ness of winter. Also a part of the 
northern atmosphere are the dazzling 
wonders of the aurora borealis, the 
excitement stimulated by the spring 
breakup following months of icy cold, 
and the crackling static electricity 
caused by the dryness of the air. Peo
ple are, of course, affected by all this 
and sometimes have difficulty main
taining their balance. Without taking 
recourse to statistics we know that 
the monotony of the long, cold win
ter-particularly among those facing 
actual or physchological solitude -
bears on the suicide and insanity 
rates. 

It is no wonder then that the history 
of the North is rich in fantasy, farce 
and fraud, those three invariable as
sociates of the deranged state of the 
mind. But one does not have to ex
perience the North directly to suffer 
from the delusions the region induces. 
Just thinking about it can be enough. 

Consider, for example, the astound
ing speculations of John Cleves 
Symmes, who brooded long on the at
tempts of early nineteenth century ex
plorers to reach the North Pole. 
Symmes, a moon-faced, blue-eyed 
American veteran of the War of 1812, 
came up with an original theory 
which expostulated the existence of 
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great openings at the poles-openings 
which could be passageways to the 
earth's interior. 

According to Symmes all orbicular 
bodies in the universe were composed 
of spheres concentric, one within the 
other, and were, to some extent, open 
at the poles. Arguments in support 
flowed endlessly from Symme's pen 
and the lecturn he often took at pub
lic meetings: 

"With dividers describe a circle on 
a plane of matter of loose texture, 
and in the centre add a very small 
circle; then draw a line through the 
centre. It is evident (as matter gravi
tates matter in proportion to quantity 
and distance) that either half of the 
inner circle, being almost equally sur
rounded by matter, must be very little 
gravitated centrewise; so being sus
pended, only a rotary motion is need
ed to throw it compactly toward the 
outer circle. This being admitted, it 
follows that half-way from the outer 
to the inner side of this circle of mat
ter so thrown out, a like rarity, sus
pension, or balance of gravity should 
prevail, and hence a disposition to 
concentric circles· therefore it follows 
that successive similar subdivisions 
should exist, gradually lessening in 
force or quantity. By applying this 
principle to the earth, I found the 
necessity of h o I I o w , concentric 

spheres . " 
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Well, that seems clear enough. 
Beneath our feet, insisted the theor

ist, were countless miles of unclaimed 
domain; reindeer roamed its colder 
borders, fish swam in the seas, ani
mals, trees, flowers of unknown spe
cies could be encountered there. All 
the riches of this untrodden land were 
open to the dauntless explorer who 
finally reached the North Pole, then 
sailed into the entry to be found there. 

Symme's congressional representa
tive succumbed to the fantasies of his 
constituent and introduced a bill in 
Congress to fund an American Arctic 
expedition. The plan called for the ex
pedition to reach a latitude of 80° N., 
remain there a year and observe the 
habits of the animals native to the 
region. Then, in the fall, the explorers 
needed only to follow the animals to 
the North as they made their invari
able migration. These animals would 
lead the expedition to the new world. 
Unfortunately these ideas remained 
untested because Congress rejected 
the bill. 

Many doubted Symmes and some 
dared to ridicule his notions. It was 
very dangerous to do so because this 
northern expert backed his sincere 
convictions with a fanatic's zeal. Teas
ing by an army officer enraged 
Symmes to the point of pulling the 
man's nose, an insult which led to a 
challenge of arms. The ball from the 
scientist's pistol left the officer dis
abled with a broken leg. 

Acquaintances who disagreed with 
the concept of Symmes' hole became 
more discreet and, in time, some con
verts attached themselves to the 
cause. A newspaper editor in West 
Virginia saw the new world as the 
perfect receptacle for criminals and 
rascals. The underground world 
would become the dumping ground 
for all those who sullied the republic 
with their vices. 

Symmes exhausted both his proper
ty and his strength in the cause. Years 
of tramping all over the United States 
to lecture on his obsession left their 
toll. In 1829, only 49 years old, he 
gave up the ghost just as his long 
searching of the Bible revealed new 
foundation for his arguments. 
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MISPRINT 
The Northern Engineer offers its 

sincere apologies to W. E. Shiels and 
D. W. Hood, authors of Artificial Up
welling In Alaskan Fiord Estuaries 
(Vol. 2 No. 4 Winter 1970). A portion 
of the section headed Estuarine Aqua
culture was inadvertently left out. The 
paragraph is herewith reprinted, 
along with the pertinent figure. The 
previously absent portion of text is 
stated in boldfaced type. 

Estuarine Aquaculture 

The extremely rugged Alaskan 
coastline is characterized by many in
lets, islands, and estuarine situations 
which have small bays with narrow 
entrances where low cost impound-

ments could be constructed. Southeast 
Alaska illustrates this kind of coast
line. Similar regions appear in Prince 
William Sound, along the coast of Ke
nai Peninsula to Cold Bay, and in 
many of the Aleutian Islands. A great
er detail of one of these inlets is given 
in Figure 2, which shows the depth 
contours of Pybus Bay in Southeast 
Alaska. Water depths toward the sea
ward side of the bay are greater than 
40 fathoms (-73.2m), and increase 
toward the open ocean. The small em
bayment in Figure 2 (enclosed area) 
has a sill depth of about 1 fathom 
(-1.8m) at low water, and a short 
dam across the mouth would enclose 
an area of about 40 acres (-16.2 x 
104 m2) that could be readily utilized 
for enhancing productivity. 

PYBUS BAY, S.E.ALASKA. 

0 

nautical miles 

(depth in fathoms) 

2 

Figure 2 
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ESSAY 

MISPLACED VALUES IN 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 

DAVID R. KLEIN 

Is the beauty and distinctive nor-
thern character of the main campus 
of the University of Alaska being 
lost in the rush of new construction? 

Many visitors to the University of 
Alaska campus are impressed by the 
natural beauty of its setting. The Uni
versity summer school catalog empha
sizes this feature of the campus in its 
description of the "birch, spruce and 
willow trees (that) color the campus" 
and "the Alaska Range and majestic 
Mt. McKinley (that) form a patterned 
skyline in the distance.'' Alaskans are 
indeed fortunate that the founders of 
the Alaska Agricultural College and 
School of Mines chose a site with such 
high potential for growth into a beau
tiful and distinctive university cam
pus. 

But is this potential being realized 
as the University continues to expand 
at the present rapid rate? Do the cam
pus buildings truly 11nestle among the 
birch and spruce at the edge of the 
northern wilderness11 as one article in 
a national news magazine described 
the University, or are the trees contin
ually yielding to the bulldozer as more 
and more of the campus becomes 
graded and paved? Is the distinctive 
Alaskan character that has attracted 
so many to the campus being replaced 
by that 11pavement and concrete" look 
so common to recent urban develop
ment throughout the United States. 

Unfortunately an objective answer 
to the first two questions in the pre
ceding paragraph must be no, and 
further, all too little is being done to 
capitalize on the natural beauty that 
the campus location offers. Both the 
location and construction of new 
buildings seem to be at odds with the 
terrain and the landscape. The 
smooth contours of the hills are brok
en and their beauty offended when 
flat platforms are prepared for such 
buildings as the Bartlett-Moore-Skar-
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land complex and the Patty Building. 
This construction practice isolates the 
buildings from the landscape and 
often precipitates practical problems 
of erosion and soil slumping in the 
very light loess soils that are left on 
the altered and much too steep slopes. 

Utility all too often takes prece· 
dence over beauty; and the high costs 
(probably higher than on any other 
campus on the continent) of building 
for Interior Alaskan winters are fre
quently given as an excuse for what 
may otherwise appear to be the poor 
location of buildings. But must the 
convenience of construction and the 
juxtaposition to already existing utili
don necessitate the 11metropolitan" 
crush of buildings that is occurring 
around the old Student Union Build
ing? The architectural style of the Fine 
Arts Complex, the largest and most 
expensive building on campus, de
mands a spacious setting, but its 
beauty will be largely lost when the 
new high rise classroom building is 
completed adjacent to it. Architects 
rarely design buildings to fit into the 
surroundings; rather the surrounding 
landscape in their site drawings is 
more often ''designed" to fit their 
buildings. 

What recourse does the University 
have in resolving the conflict between 
110Ut of place" architectural design 
and short sighted attempts to mini
mize building costs that result in poor 
spacing of buildings? The University 
has available architectural consult
ants, but engineers in the University 
Planning and Operations Office usual
ly have the greatest influence on 
long range planning for campus con
struction. Understandably their inter
ests are dominated by construction or 
engineering considerations; academic 
priorities can be easily overlooked 
within such a system because there is 
very little opportunity for faculty and 
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students, the primary users of the 
campus and its buildings, to influence 
campus planning. Although architer
tural planners have been employed 
by the University, it seems unreason
able to assume that California-based 
architects, who make occasional brief 
visits to the campus, can appreciate 
the many uniquely northern problems 
associated with planning a functional 
yet beautiful campus in Interior Alas
ka. A more realistic solution to mony 
of the problems of campus planning 
would appear to be the hiring of a 
resident architect in charge of long 
range planning; but he should work 
closely with administration, faculty 
and students. A full time architect on 
campus could also oversee the con
struction of new facilities to insure 
that architectural and other considera
tions are not violated by the builders. 

Although much can be done with
out any change in the existing system, 
a major change of attitude is re
quired; it could go a long way toward 
maintaining and improving the beau
ty of the campus. For example, the 
value of our trees is too little appreci
ated. Architects spot new trees on 
their drawings of new campus build
ings as if we were in a tropical rain 
forest where vegetative growth is 
rapid and year-round. The hard truth 
is that trees grow only a little over 3 
months out of 12 each year, and very 
slowly at that. Under the normal dry 
soil conditions of summer, it is ex
tremely difficult to successfully trans
plant and establish even young trees. 
Therefore the value of existing trees 
is tremendous and since, for practical 
purposes, they are irreplaceable, their 
value transcends that of dollars and 
cents. But we ore on a frontier, and 
our tradition has been to clear away 
the trees as obstacles to development 
of the land. The Alaskan bulldozer 
operator sees a tree as a challenge to 
him and his equipment. In the sum
mer rush to prepare building sites and 
to get construction under way, it is 
hard to justify to the builder the de
sirability of preserving trees within 
the working area for a new building, 
an effort that may mean lost time as 
well as inconvenience. 

There have been changes recently, 
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however, and it is not uncommon to 
see construction areas with protective 
guards around trees which earlier 
would have been unceremoniously cut 
down. But these efforts are largely 
halfhearted attempts to save the trees 
with no real commitment by the build
er nor enforcement by the architect. 
In practice, the design architect is 
usually relieved of any responsibility 
to oversee construction, and the Uni
versity Planning and Operations Of
fice assumes this function. As a result, 
on land adjacent to new construction, 
trees designated by the architect to be 
saved, are often cut down when the 
builder protests that they are "in the 
way." This was the fate of the fine 
group of large spruce east of the new 

The few boards haphazardly wired 
around the base of this birch tree in 
the construction area of the new stu
dent union building have been com
pletely inadequate as protection. Se
vere damage has been done to the 
base, while careless excavation has 
precipitated laceration of the root sys
tem. 

The Northern En ineer 

Proper protection of birch trees on the University of Oulu, Finland during 
period of remodeling. Note the bark is first covered by several wrappings of 
plastic sheet, then completely covered with boards. 

high rise classroom building. 
The disregard for trees by builders 

is well represented in current con
struction on the campus as depicted rn 
the accompanying photo. There is ob
viously also a virtually complete lack 
of knowledge of the growth require
ments of trees among builders; occa
sionally well-meaning, but ill-found
ed, efforts to preserve trees during 
construction of buildings are in effect 
wasted and doomed to failure. One 
exception that deserves recognition 
is the very remarkable job done by 
the Ghemm Company in preserving 
trees within the modular unit, student 
housing complex. Although the selec
tion of the site and the architectural 
design appear to be poor choices, the 
builder, nevertheless, removed a very 
minimum of trees in order to complete 
the construction. 

That trees can be preserved closely 
adjacent to new construction was very 
apparent to me on a trip this fall to 
northern Scandinavia. The Finns par
ticularly place a high value on their 
native trees, and they are extremely 
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successful in building "within the for
ests" rather than where the forests 
were. It is not uncommon to see large 
pines and birches which have been 
left standing within 2 to 3 feet of a 
newly constructed building. At the 
University of Oulu, which incidentally 
lies 12 miles further north than the 
University of Alaska, the protection 
given to birch trees adjacent to a con
struction site makes the efforts to pro
tect trees on our Alaskan campus ap
pear ludicrous. 

In winter one of the distinctive and 
colorful features of the University of 
Alaska is the cross country skier. In
creasingly in the past several years, 
both students and faculty have taken 
to skis in commuting between classes, 
for recreation and as a competitive 
sport. This activity is bound to con
tinue to increase in the future. Ski 
trails, well laid out and permanently 
established throughout the entire 
campus, could lend an imaginative 
and distinctive northern character as 
well as serving recreational, athletic, 
and practical purposes. Unfortunately, 
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ski trails are not considered perma
nent and are gradually being crowd
ed out of the central campus. Since 
trails have been built and maintained 
by skiers and have required no finan
cial outlay by the University, it is 
ironic that their value to the campus 
seems to be almost completely unap
preciated by campus planners who 
generally give roads priority over ski 
trails. Particularly frustrating to skiers 
is the fact that maintenance men, who 
drive snow removal equipment, gen
erally show complete disregard for 
the location of ski trails; they often 
grade the highest piles of snow di
rectly at the sites of well marked and 
regularly used ski trail crossings. 

The Scandinavians, who admittedly 
have a longer and stronger tradition 
of skiing than we have in Alaska, 
have recognized the social and cul
tural values associated with preserv
ing skiing opportunities. In several 
cities, access for skiers is provided be
tween the city centers and suburbs 
through trail rights-of-way, under
passes and overpasses. The residents 
of these towns are invariably proud 
of the foresight shown by their fore
bears who were responsible for the 
establishment of the ski trails. Here 
in Alaska, the precedent of perma
nent rights-of-way for ski trails has 
already been established in the Musk
ox Subdivision which is only a few 
miles from the University of Alaska 
campus and is connected to the exist
ing University ski trail system. 

The face of the University of Alaska 
campus is changing rapidly as con
struction of new buildings accelerates 
to keep pace with the increased pres
sure for expanded facilities for higher 
education and research in the state. 
Will the campus of the future continue 
to be a place of beauty, where man's 
works blend into the natural environ
ment and where a distinctive land
scape character prevails? Hopefully it 
will, but only with a reappraisal of 
our existing system of values and the 
establishment of new priorities. 

David R. Klein, Unit Leader, 
Alaska Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, 
University of Alaska, College, Alaska 99701 
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Borge Fristrup, The Greenland lee Cap, 

Seattle, University of Washington 
Press, 1967. $20.00. 

George Heriot, Travels through the 
Canadas, Rutland, Vt., Charles E. 
Tuttle, 1970. $20.00. 

Robert K. Nelson, Hunters of the Nor· 
thern Ice, Chicago, University of 
Chicago Press, 1969. $8.50. 

Edward Wilson, Diary of the 'Dis
covery' Expedition to the Antarctic 
1901-04, New York, Humanities 
Press, 1967. $22.50. 

The Greenland Ice Cap encompass
es an area of 650,000 square miles 
and is the only really large ice sheet 
outside Antarctica. Fristrup's book pro
vides an excellent and magnificently 
illustrated guide to this huge region 
that is Denmark's northern colony. A 
survey of its exploration reveals that 
the Vikings were aware of the extent 
and nature of the ice mass though it 
is u n I i k e I y their investigations 
amounted to much. Most of the signifi
cant exploration efforts occurred in 
the second half of the 19th century 
and thereafter. Good sketches of all 
the more recent scientific activities in 
Greenland indicate the present state 
of knowledge of the region. Individual 
chapters treat the climate of the ice 
sheet, its thickness, the movement of 
ice, its age, the regimen of the ice 
sheet and the manner in which it was 
formed. A useful bibliography and a 
chronology which references all im
portant events from Eric the Red's 
discovery in 982 to the crossing of the 
ice sheets by the "Finnish sporting ex
pedition in 1966" round out the text. 

Heriot's Travels through the Cana
das is the latest in Charles E. Tuttle's 
series of reprints of travel narratives 
of northern interest. Heriot's journeys 
took place in the last century and his 
descriptions of the country and its 
people are supported by fine illustra
tions made by himself. Like the other 
Tuttle books, this one was printed in 
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Japan and meets the high standard of 
the series. 

The theme of adaptation to the 
northern environment is set by Richard 
K. Nelson in his Hunters of the Nor
thern lee. His discovery that an Eskimo 
hunting a seal rests his ability upon 
"science" suggests his approach. De
scriptions of the setting in which the 
Eskimo functions in winter occupy the 
first third of the book in which sea ice 
in all states is amply depicted. The 
larger portion of the book treats the 
biological environment, the inverte
brates and fishes, birds, foxes, polar 
bears, whales, seals and walruses 
who inhabit the ice. All the methods 
by which the Eskimo can find and take 
these creatures are detailed. The book 
was Nelson's doctoral dissertation, 
and he did his field work at Wain
wright and Barrow with funding from 
the U.S. Air Force Arctic Aeromedical 
Laboratory at Fort Wainwright and 
the Naval Arctic Research Lab at Point 
Barrow. Everything the nonscientist 
needs to know about the northern 
world of man and his prey can be 
found here. 

Ann Savours, curator of manu
scripts at the Scott Polar Research In
stitute, has meticulously edited Ed
ward Wilson's Diary of the 'Discovery' 
Expedition to the Antarctic. This British 
exploration effort was commanded by 
Robert Scott and made its investiga
tions in the Ross Sea area. Wilson paid 
particular attention to the birds and 
mammals he encountered. His draw
ings and water colors of them, of the 
party's activities, and of the land
scape, enrich this superbly designed 
volume. 

-Bill Hunt 

The Northern Engineer 
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